
6 Choose the correct preposition. Use your dictionary to help you. 

l. Don't worry about /forme. 1'11 be fine. 
2. 1 am speaking to/ about Emily on the phone. She says "h!", 
3. Try to concentrate on / in the music. 
4. 1 rely about / on social media to stay in touch with friends. 
5. They always argue about / with each other. 
6. She never complains about / at anything. 
7. 1 am waiting for / about you outside. 
8. You should apologise to/forme. You were very rude. 

Sorne verbs are usually followed by a specific preposition. 
Suddenly people were depending on Twitter for real news. 

Other verbs can be followed by one of severa! possible prepositions, 
depending on the meaning. 

Did you hear about the hurricane? 
Did you hear from Kate? I hope she's safe. 0@1-fiiffl$Wi@ffi'.fj 

7. My computer always 1 need to get a new one. 
8. Can you the volume? lt's not loud enough. 
9. Try to a better idea.This one is boring. 

l O. 1 think it's time to the lights and go to sleep. 

5. Please the lV. 1 want to watch the news. 
6. This new fashion is strange. 1 don't think it will ever . 

. it . 3. 1 don't mind listening to the music, but please . 
a bit. 

4. There's so much noise outside. What is ? 

EXTRA: Verbs + Prepositions • 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct forma suitable phrasal verb from Exercise 4. 

1. l'rn trying to the latest fashions in shoes, but they're always changing. 
2. Thieves the computer shop last night. 

3. break down 
4. catch on 
5. come up with 

6. break into 
7. turn off 

8. turn on 
9. turn up 

l O. turn down 

'I Translate the phrasal verbs. 

l. go on 
2. keep up with 
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Vocabulary Focus 



.................................................................................................................................... , . 
8. Say that the teenagers grabbed the man and somebody called for help . 
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Explain that at 3.00, a masked man tríed to grab your bag while you were 
wafkíng to your car in the car park. 

-=-·-::: .. ····· :·--=::;,:; .. =-- '"':----=======._,,, __ =~ · 8 5-tihe witness what happened next. IJ 
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Ü'Si: · [&-: s~7hat you screamed for help and a g;:;;;;;;-;;¡-; •• ;:;;;;;;-ar~ived ~ - •.•. 
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7. ~s~th~ ~it~'.'' ~~~t~the '.nd. :~=:==-------·- :;;~--------~ ___ ,............... ····- ~ 

3. Ask the witness when it happened. 

· 2. Tell the police officer that somebody tried to mug you. 
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Reporting a Crirne 
3 A crime has just occurred. Read the speech bubbles and write the dialogue in English. 

...................................................... , , , . 

S. four expressions that describe situations where information is given to the public 

4. a noun and an expression that are a part of a newspaper , . 

2. three nouns that are used to prevent crirne , , . 

3. a verb with a negative connotation . 

i! Find the following. 

1 . four nouns that are people , , , . 

witness 

masked 

news source 
Adjectives 

daily 

hold a press conference . 

burglar alarm 

evidence 

headline 

lock 

reporter 

robbery 

safe 

scoop 

suspect 

tabfoid 

the press 

thief 

live broadcast 

news bulletin 

Verbs 

attack 

get away 

go off 

grab 

patrol 

prevent 

publish 

Nouns Expressions 

break the law 

breaking news 

cover the news 

front page 

Translate the following. 

Vocabulary 

UNIT 2 Cril"Tle Stories 
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